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Summary

While it may be relatively easy to categorize an audience into typologies, e.g. large or small, international or national, and/or, active/passive etc, it is by far more subtle to define its (structural) features and their impact on a performance/performer/event.

1. Introduction

The term typology implies a system of groupings, a classification of similarities and differences, however, one that is not of static nature. Typologies are variables without precise borders, which, e.g. can be applied to a transitional situation, within a specific context or event. These may be set up to aid demonstration or inquiry of by establishing a limited relationship between phenomena. An audience, similarly, has its specific characteristics too, and, yet, cannot be seen in isolation, and needs to be understood by a significant difference, i.e. the people it is built up upon, no doubt with their own special
attributes, which in turn indicates its interactive nature. The audience comprises people who gather voluntarily for a common purpose and are in touch with the performance/performer/event, which it chooses to witness, observe/study listen to. The flow of information between performer and viewer which is crucial for a fruitful interaction, grants the audience a certain amount of freedom of judgement which again decides the sustainability/quality of the performance/performer/event.

In global terms, the increased interaction between groupings of different kinds with special attributes, operating from varying geographical locations, and the irreversible speed at which this takes place, decides the nature and quality of the eventually established communication.

New definitions would have to be worked out in order to demonstrate the relevance and impact which audiences and their typologies have on intercultural communication within a global context, depending on the availability and range of media in question.

1.1 Definitions

A **typology** is a system of groupings called type, i.e. a class or group of people or things that have similar characteristics.

1.2 Example A

A group of ten Asian businessmen meet at an international conference in Vienna to discuss issues related to trade with Austria and the Europe at the Vienna International Centre.

Categories/characteristics:

- professional: businessmen
- nationalities: Chinese, North-Korean, Indian, Mongolian
- topic: trade relations between participant countries and Austria
- countries addressed: China, North Korea, India, Mongolia, Austria (plus EU)
- conference language: English
- languages spoken by delegates: several, English and respective regional languages/dialects (one or many)
- numerical values: number of participating delegates (4); countries represented (5) involved (+EU member states)
- Venues: Vienna International Centre, Vienna

These are specified attributes (Asian/Austrian/trade experts) which may be singled out of a specific context of events. From the logical point of view they define classes. Types differ from classes and according to this there is an essential difference between classifications and typologies. Systems of classifications which are used to determine differing factors (countries addressed, nationalities of delegates) are, mostly, rigid factors. They may not be altered, once their borders are defined. Typologies on the other hand are no doubt also ordered systems, which are, however, not static. Similarities (common Asian/specific: businessmen, representing different business expertise,
according to the line of business they are engaged in) and differences (general: different nationalities/specific: language background of delegates, some members may be multilingual), can, however, be identified without any difficulty. The inherent quality of a typology is that its borders cannot be strictly defined, leaving scope for analogies (Vienna as an international centre for conferences of varying kind) and/or further development (above-mentioned conference may lead to further talks, which may or may not be bilateral or multilateral, respectively). This, in turn, points out to the variable and transitional nature of typologies, creating their very own dynamics of change (these talks may lead to the signing of treaties, the next round of talks need not take place in Vienna). This also implies that typologies may be connected to each other (overall topic) in order to create new typologies (altered direction). A process of growth or decrease can be released or set in motion through inherent qualities (all partners have voluntarily reached an agreement to come together to discuss pressing issues that are relevant to the them) or else even lead to their total dissolution (the talks may be discontinued due to strained relations among some partner countries). This may be the effect of one of the single or many particular factors that mark out the type of a specific phenomenon. (see Interculturality and communication)

The term typology is mostly applied in the field of social sciences and archaeology to typify representatives of groups and their set patterns. This can be applied to objects as well, which are generally identified according to particular shared features or significant attributes that would distinguish them from others.

2. Audiences

Similarly, an audience comprises a group of people who have either voluntarily gathered together to watch or hear something/someone. An audience may also be defined as such when a group of people wish to express an opinion at a given location or are doing so from various locations (TV, Radio, Internet). They may be representatives from the world of arts (music, theatre, film and/or dance) or have a preference for a specific media form (TV, Radio, Internet, printmedia etc.), and, to a certain extent overlap.
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